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Magnetoelectronic states of armchair carbon tori are studied by the tight-binding model. They strongly
depend on the magnitude and the direction of the magnetic fieldsBd. B induces the destruction of state
degeneracy, the change of energy spacing, and the semiconductor-metal transition(SMT). SMT’s happen more
frequently whenB is relatively close to the toroid axis. Such characteristics are directly reflected in magnetic
properties. MagnetizationsM d exhibits special jump structures atT=0, mainly owing to SMT’s. Magnitude of
M and magnetism are mainly determined by the toroid radiussRd, the temperature, the anglesad between the
magnetic field and the symmetry axis, and the chirality. The dependence ofM on radius(temperature) is strong
at a=0°, but weak ata=90°. Most of armchair carbon tori are paramagnetic fora.30°. The critical angle in
determining magnetism isac.30°. Armchair carbon tori quite differ from carbon tori near zigzag configura-
tion (or armchair carbon nanotubes) in magnetoelectronic structures and magnetism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon atoms can form many kinds of system, such as
diamond, graphite, straight carbon nanotube(SCN’s), and
toroidal carbon nanotubes(or carbon tori). SCN’s were dis-
covered in 1991 by Iijima.1 Each SCN is a rolled-up graphite
sheet in the hollow cylindrical structure. When the open two
ends of a SCN knits together, a carbon toroid could be
formed. This quasi-zero-dimensional toroidal system was re-
cently found by Liuet al.2 A carbon toroid is rolled from the
origin of a graphite sheet to the two vectorsRx=ma1+na2
andRy=pa1+qa2, simultaneously.3 a1 anda2 are the primi-
tive lattice vectors of a graphite sheet. The parameters
sm,n,p,qd uniquely define the geometric structure. This
work is mainly focused on armchair carbon tori with arm-

chair structures along the transverse directionsR̂x= x̂d and

zigzag structures along the longitudinal directionsR̂y= ŷd. A
sm,m,p,−pd armchair carbon toroid has radius and height
R=Î3pb/2p and 2r =3mb/p, respectively.b=1.42 Å is the
C-C bond length. Other carbon tori are also taken into ac-
count for a complete study. Geometric structures determine
whether a carbon toroid is metallic or semiconducting. The
main features of the magnetoelectronic structures would be
directly reflected in other physical properties, such as mag-
netic properties and optical excitations.

Carbon tori have attracted a lot of studies on geometric
structures,3–8 electronic structures,3,6–12 magnetic
properties,12–18 electronic excitations,18–20 optical
properties,21,22 thermal properties,23 and transport
properties.24,25The tight-binding model has been used to ob-
tain thep-electron states.3,6–18 The dependence on the geo-
metric structures is strong. When a carbon toroid exists in a
Bi field parallel to the symmetry axis, electronics states can
exhibit the periodic Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in the ab-
sence of the Zeeman effect.10–12 The closely related system,
SCN’s, had also been investigated for their electronic struc-

tures at any magnetic field.26–35 The direction of magnetic
field significantly affects electronic structures, such as, en-
ergy dispersion, state degeneracy, and energy gap. It is ex-
pected to play an important role on magnetoelectronic states
of carbon tori.

When carbon tori are threaded by the magnetic fluxf, the
longitudinal angular momentum would change from
L to L+f /f0sf0=hc/ed. The previous studies show that
magnetizationsM d is a periodic function off with a period
f0, and it is antisymmetric aboutf0/2.12–18Whether carbon
tori are paramagnetic or diamagnetic is dominated by radius,
height, and chirality. There are several studies on magnetic
properties of SCN’s.27,28,36 For Bi, the 2m+n=3I SCN’s
(I an integer) are paramagnetic, and the others(the large-gap
SCN’s) are diamagnetic. On the other hand, all SCN’s are
diamagnetic in the presence of the perpendicular magnetic
field sB'd. The main effects of the field direction on mag-
netic properties of carbon tori would be studied in detail,
e.g., the dependence of the magnetism on the field direction.
The important differences between armchair carbon tori
(zero-dimensional carbon tori) and nonarmchair carbon tori
(one-dimensional carbon nanotubes) are also investigated.
We hope that such a study is useful in the full understanding
of the magnetic properties of the carbon-related nanosys-
tems.

In this work, we mainly study magnetoelectronic struc-
tures and magnetic properties of armchair carbon tori. The
tight-binding model is used to calculate state energy, energy
gap, density of state(DOS), and magnetization. Magneto-
electronic properties are very sensitive to the changes in the
radius, the chirality, the temperature, the Zeeman splitting,
and the direction and the magnitude ofB. Comparison with
nonarmchair carbon tori or armchair carbon nanotubes is
made.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the
p-electronic states from the 2pz orbitals are calculated for
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any magnetic field. Magnetoelectronic states and magnetiza-
tion are discussed in Sec. III. Finally, Sec. IV contains the
concluding remarks.

II. MAGNETOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES WITHIN THE
TIGHT-BINDING MODEL

We first see electronic states of an armchairsm,m,p,
−pd carbon toroid in the absence of magnetic field. The
p-electronic states due to the 2pz orbitals are obtained from
the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model. They are derived
from those of a graphite sheet, but with the periodical bound-
ary conditions along the transversesx̂d and the longitudinal
sŷd directions taken into account. The discrete energy states
are characterized by the transversesJ=kxr =1,2,3, . . . ,2md
and the longitudinalsL=kyR=1,2, . . . ,pd angular momenta.
The curvature effect, the misorientation of the 2pz orbital on
the cylindrical surface, is also included in the calculations. It
will affect the nearest-neighbor interactions; that is,g8s
might be different along the longitudinal and the transverse
directions: g1=g0s1−b2/32r2d, g2=g0s1−b2/8r2d;
g3=g1.

37,3 g0s,3 eVd11,12 is the nearest-neighbor interaction
of A atom and B atom.

An armchair carbon toroid exists in a uniform magnetic
field B. There is an anglesad betweenB and the toroidal axis

sẑd, i.e., B=Bcosaẑ+BsinaR̂=Bi+B'. It is convenient in

using the cylindrical coordinatessR,F ,zd (ŷi F̂; F=y/R).

The vector potential is chosen to beA =RBcosa /2F̂
+RBsina sinFẑ. It causes the magnetic phase factor
G=eA ·dR.38 Consequently the former and the latter, respec-
tively, lead to the shift ofL (L→L+cosaf /f0; f=pR2B)
and the coupling of differentL’s. Such coupling would make
calculations become very complicated, since it affects the
quantization of wave function. When the magnetic field is
absent, each state is described by an independentL. Wave
function in the presence ofB is the linear combination of the
tight-binding functions of differentL8s. The coupling effect
of angular momentumJ can be neglected because of
R@10r. The Hamiltonian matrix is built from the space
spanned by the differentL8s. The nearest-neighbor Hamil-
tonian matrix element associated with A atom and B atom
is34

HL8L
BA = −

1

2pm

3o
RA,RB

g je
−isL8−Ld/Rye−iJsx8−xdre−iSL8+ f

f0
cosaD/Rsy8−ydeiDG,

s1d

where the phase difference due to the perpendicular magnetic
field is

DG

=5
2f sinasx8 − xd

f0sy8 − yd FcosS y

R
D − cosSy8

R
DG if Dy Þ 0,

2f sinasx8 − xd
f0R

sinS y

R
D if Dy = 0. 6

s2d

The positions of carbon atoms areRA =sx,yd and
RB=sx8 ,y8d. Equation (1) can be further generalized to
the nonarmchair carbon tori. It is relatively complex for
chiral carbon tori. State energyEhsJ,L ,fd can be obtained
from the diagonalization of the 2p32p Hamiltonian
matrix. h=v scd represents the p sp* d state, with
EvsJ,L ,fd,0fEcsJ,L ,fd.0g. The Zeeman splitting energy
Ezss ,fd= gs

m*R2
f
f0

. g<2, s= ±1/2 is theelectron spin, and
m* is the bare electron mass. The total energy is
EhsJ,L ,f ;sd=EhsJ,L ,fd+Ezss ,fd. There might be an en-
ergy gapsEgd between the highest occupied states(HOS) and
the lowest unoccupied states(LUS) for a semiconducting
carbon toroid. But for a metallic carbon torus, both HOS and
LUS are just located at the Fermi levelsEF=0d. Density of
states is useful in further understanding the low energy elec-
tronic structures. It is defined as

Dsv,fd = o
h,J,L,s

1

p

G

fEhsJ,L,f;sd − vg2 + G2 , s3d

G=5310−5 g0 is the broadening parameter.
Although carbon tori are closely related to SCN’s in geo-

metric and electronic structures, there are certain important
differences in magnetoelectronic properties. The parallel and
perpendicular magnetic fields in SCN’s, respectively, result
in the shift of the transverse angular momentumJ and the
coupling of the differentJ’s. The changes of state energies in
carbon tori are less obvious, as compared with those in
SCN’s. For example, the magnetic field hardly affects the
large-gap carbon tori with 2m+nÞ3I (neglected in this
work; I an integer), while it could induce the semiconductor-
metal transition(SMT) in the large-gap carbon nanotubes.26

As a result, these two systems would behave very different
magnetic responses(Sec. III).

Electronics states vary with magnetic field; therefore,
there exists magnetization in a carbon toroid. It is a variation
of free energy with magnetic field. The free energy is

Fsf,Td = o
J,L,s,h

− 1

b
lnh1 + expf− bEhsJ,L,f;sdgj. s4d

b=1/kBT. Magnetization is given by

Msf,Td = −
c

2r

]Fsf,Td
]f

=

−
c

2r
o

h,J,L,s
ffEhsJ,L,f;sdg

]EhsJ,L,f;sd
]f

, s5d

where ffEhsJ,L ,f ;sdg=febfEhsJ,L,f;sd−msT,fdg+1g−1 is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The chemical potential
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msT,fd is equal to zero for anyT andf, since the occupied
states are symmetric to the unoccupied states about the Fermi
level.

III. MAGNETOELECTRONIC STATES AND
MAGNETIZATION

A (5,5,100,−100) armchair carbon toroid is chosen for a
model study. It has many discrete electronic states as a result
of the periodical boundary conditions. The occupied low en-
ergy states are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). They own four-
fold degeneracy in the absence off, i.e., EvsJ,L ;sd
=Evs2m−J,p−L ;sd. The sJa=5,La=34d and sJa=10,
La=66d states have the lowest energy.sJa,Lad represents the
state nearest toEF=0. 2uEvsJa,Ladu is energy gap atf=0.
The fourfold degeneracy is changed into the double degen-
eracy in the presenceBi, if the Zeeman effect is neglected.
That the effects ofBi on L andp−L are different is respon-
sible for the destruction of the fourfold degeneracy. Energy
spacing between two states is also altered byf. When the
magnetic field deviates from the toroid axis,B' induces the
coupling of differentL’s in addition to the shift ofL from Bi.
Each wave function is the superposition of those of different

L’s. It is assumed to be characterized by a specificL with the
maximum probability. The coupling ofL’s is strong for large
f and a. It would affect state degeneracy and energy spac-
ing. The fourfold degeneracy is recovered ata=90° because
of the vanishing shift ofL. At f.f0, the principal quanti-
zation number might beL±1 or others.

Density of states, with the Zeeman splitting, is shown in
Fig. 1(c). It is symmetric aboutv=0. DOS exhibits a lot of
delta-function-like peaks, owing to the zero-dimensional dis-
crete states. The height of peak corresponds to the state de-
generacy. They are reduced by the magnetic field except at
a=90° and the Zeeman effect. When there are no peaks at
EF=0, it exists an energy gap between the HOS and the
LUS. The magnetic-flux-dependent energy gap, as shown in
Fig. 1(d), could change from a finite value to zero. The
SMT’s happen atfa’s, whereEg is vanishing. The HOS and
the LUS, respectivley, become unoccupied and occupied at
fa’s, so they would make outstanding contributions to mag-
netization. At largea, the dependence ofEg on f is weaker.
The coupling ofL’s is less efficient in changing energy gap,
as compared with the shift ofL’s. It is relatively difficult to
induce the SMT’s. For example, there are no SMT’s at
a=90° in the absence of the Zeeman splitting. However, the
Zeeman effect could induce the SMT’s, or make the SMT’s
occur more frequently.

The cause of energy gap is discussed in detail. A two-
dimensional graphite sheet is a gapless semiconductor with

FIG. 1. The low energy electronic properties of the(5, 5, 100,
−100) toroid atf=0, f=0.25f0, and differenta’s. State energies
of J=5 andJ=10, without the Zeeman splitting, are shown in(a)
and (b). For simplicity, the Zeeman splitting is neglected. Density
of states and energy gap in the presence of the Zeeman splitting are
shown in(c) and (d), respectively.

FIG. 2. The magnetic-flux-dependent energy gap is shown at
different field directions for(a) the (9, 0, 60, −120) toroid, (b) the
(9, 3, 80, −112) toroid, and(c) the (9, 6, 98, −112) toroid.
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the Fermi momentumkF. The electronic states of a SCN are
derived from its states according to the transverse periodical
boundary condition. A SCN would exhibit the metallic be-
havior, when it could sample thekF state. SCN’s are, respec-
tively, metals and large-gap semiconductors for 2m+n=3I
and others(type III). Energy gaps of the latter are inversely
proportional to the nanotube diameter(or the toroid height
2r). The former in the presence of the curvature effect are
further divided into the metallic armchair nanotubes(type I)
and the narrow-gap nonarmchair nanotubes[type II; e.g., the
(9,0), (9,3); (9,6) nanotubes]. Also noticed that the curvature
effect leads to the shift of the Fermi momentum. The type II
nanotubes have energy gapsEg’s ~ coss3ud / s2rd2.37 The chi-
ral angles are, respectively,u=0° and −30° for zigzag and
armchair nanotubes.Eg’s are smaller for those nanotubes
near armchair configuration.

Similarly, a carbon toroid samples thep-electron states of
a SCN, which satisfies the longitudinal periodical boundary
condition. Most of armchair carbon tori haveEg’s ~1/R.
They could not sample thekF state, mainly owing to the
curvature effect and the longitudinal periodical boundary
condition. Armchair carbon tori would become gapless by
the variation of the parallel magnetic field[the continuous
change ofL in the longitudinal periodical boundary condi-
tion; Fig. 1(d)]. As to nonarmchair carbon tori, their energy
gaps are enhanced by the longitudinal periodical boundary
condition.Bi could not make them exhibit the gapless behav-
ior, as shown in Fig. 2. Although the field direction could
alter the dependence ofEg on f, the SMT’s are absent. The
Zeeman splitting could effectively reduce energy gap and
thus causes SMT’s in carbon tori with larger chiral angles
[e.g., the(9, 6, 98, −112) toroid in Fig. 2(c)]. In short, energy
gaps of carbon tori are mainly determined by the curvature
effect (or the change of the nearest-neighbor interactions),
the two periodical boundary conditions(the height, the
chirality, and the radius), the direction and the magnitude of
the magnetic field, and the Zeeman splitting. Carbon tori
close to armchair configuration could exhibit the SMT’s.

The magnetic-flux-dependent magnetization is shown in
Fig. 3(a). At a=0°, it depends onf linearly and exhibits two
pairs of special jump structures(or four jump structures)
within f0. The heights of the two jumps in each pair are
equal since the contributions from the two different spin
states are the same. The discontinuous structures are located
at fa’s, where the SMT’s occur. They should be associated
with the drastic changes in the electron occupation number.
At the neighborhood offa=0.353f0, the spin-downp*
state (the spin-up p state) of sJa=10,
La=66d changes from the unoccupied(occupied) state into
the occupied(unoccupied) state. Thep* and p states make
the opposite contributions toM, so they both induce a special
jump. A similar jump is obtained atfa=0.375f0; that is, it
comes from the spin-upp* state and the spin-downp state
of sJa=10,La=66d. Another pair of jump structures at
f.0.5 f0 is due to thesJa=5,La=33d states.

The direction of the magnetic field has certain important
effects on magnetization. The SMT’s happen less frequently
in the increasing ofa, and so do the special jump structures.
Also noticed that such structures exhibit in the pair form at

any a. The height of jump is significantly reduced. That the
shift of L becomes small accounts for this result. The
f-dependence ofM changes from linearity into nonlinearity.
The magnitude of magnetization grows for the sufficiently

FIG. 3. The magnetic-flux-dependent magnetization is calcu-
lated for(a) the (5, 5, 100, −100) toroid at differenta’s, and for the
(5, 5, p,−p) tori of different radii at(b) a=0°, (c) a=90°, and(d)
a=30°.
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large magnetic fluxsf.0.75f0d. M might be positive or
negative atf→0, which is dominated by the field direction.
M ,0 andM .0, respectively, occur ata,30° anda.30°.
Diamagnetism would be changed into paramagnetism as the
magnetic field gradually deviates from the symmetry axis.

Magnetization is strongly affected by radius, as shown in
Fig. 3(b) at a=0°. The larger the toroid, the weaker the
f-dependence ofM. The height of jump structure linearly
decreases with increasing radius, since the velocity of theLa
state is inversely proportional toR. When the radius is suf-
ficiently largesp.101d, the first pair of special jump struc-
tures might become a single jump. The negligible Zeeman
effect is the main reason. However, radius does not thor-
oughly alter magnetism atf→0. That is to say, most of
armchair carbon tori are diamagnetic except for few systems
with zero energy gap atf=0. On the other hand, ata=90°,
all armchair carbon tori exhibit paramagnetism[Fig. 3(c)].
The jump structures almost vanish. Thef-dependentM is
not sensitive to radius ata=90°. According to thea=0° and
90° cases, it seems to exist a critical anglesacd in determin-
ing magnetism. When armchair carbon tori have the suffi-
ciently large radiisp.75d, they are paramagnetic ata=30°
[Fig. 3(d)]. Moreover, the(5, 5, 75, −75) toroid would
change from diamagnetism to paramagnetism fora some-
what larger than 30°. It is deduced that the critical angle is
ac.30°.

The chiral angle plays an important role on magnetiza-
tion. All zigzag carbon tori are paramagnetic for any field
direction, e.g., the(9, 0, 60, −120) toroid in Fig. 4(a). The
paramagnetic response becomes strong in the increasing of
a. The drastic changes due to the SMT’s are absent. Similar
results could also be found in the chiral carbon tori with
smaller chiral angles, e.g., the(9, 3, 8, −112) toroid in Fig.
4(b). But on the other hand, the chiral carbon tori near arm-
chair configuration exhibit the diamagnetic response for
a,30°, e.g., the(9, 6, 98, −112) toroid in Fig. 4(c). The
critical angleac.30° is also present in such carbon tori.
There are special jump structures inM.

When temperature increases from zero, electrons could
also occupy thep* states withE.0. At a=0°, the magne-
tization due to thep* electrons is opposite to that of thep
states. Their competition would lead to the change from
jump structures to peak structures, and the reduction in mag-
nitude of magnetization[Fig. 5(a)]. It is difficult to observe
peak structures at higher temperaturesT.300 Kd. The tem-
perature effects quickly decline asa grows. Magnetization
hardly depends on temperature ata=90° [Fig. 5(b)].

Armchair carbon tori constrast sharply with armchair car-
bon nanotubes in magnetoelectronic structures and magneti-
zation. The latter exhibit the SMT atf=0 for aÞ90°, and
they remain metallic during the variation off for a=90°
[Fig. 1(b) in Ref. 34]. They are, respectively, paramagnetic
and diamagnetic in the presence ofBi andB' (Fig. 2 in Ref.
28). Moreover, they do not exhibit jump structures in mag-
netization. The opposites are true for the former[Figs. 1(d)
and 2]. The critical angle in determining magnetism is about
30°. Whetherac exists in armchair or nonarmchair carbon
nanotubes deserves a closer examination. In addition, zigzag
carbon tori and nanotubes, respectively, exhibit the paramag-

netic and diamagnetic responses forB'. Such important dif-
ferences clearly illustrates that both zero-dimensional carbon
tori and one-dimensional carbon nanotubes are worthy of the
detailed studies in magnetoelectronic properties.

Finally, the calculated magnetoelectronic properties in the
presence ofBi are compared with those in Refs. 16 and 17.
The present results are different from(similar to) those ob-
tained by the simplest zone-folding approach without the
curvature effect in Ref. 16(the Slater Koster approach in
Ref. 17). The former predict that most of armchair tori and
all s3m,0 ,p,−2pd zigag tori have a small energy gap at van-
ishing magnetic flux. They are, respectively, diamagnetic and
paramagnetic at very small flux[Figs. 2(b) and 3(a) and Fig.
9 in Ref. 17]. The paramagnetic response does not belong to
the giant magnetic response. On the other hand, the latter
show that alls3m,0 ,p,−2pd zigzag tori and the third of arm-
chair tori are metallic, and the other armchair tori are semi-
conducting. The metallic and semiconducting tori, respec-
tively, exhibit the giant paramagnetic response and the
diamagnetic response. These differences mainly come from
the curvature effect, as discussed earlier in the cause of en-
ergy gap. It might be difficult to observe the colossal para-
magnetic response16 in carbon tori.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we have studied magnetoelectronic proper-
ties of armchair carbon tori for any magnetic field. Electronic

FIG. 4. Same plot as Fig. 3(a), but shown for(a) the (9, 0, 60,
−120) toroid, (b) the (9, 3, 80, −112) toroid, and(c) the (9, 6, 98,
−112) toroid.
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states within the tight-binding model are dominated by the
magnitude and the direction of the magnetic field.B causes
the destruction of state degeneracy, the change of energy
spacing, the metal-semiconductor transition, and the alterna-
tion of the quantization of wavefunction. There are more
SMT’s when B is oriented closer to the symmetry axis.
SMT’s further lead to the special jump structures in magne-
tization atT=0. Magnetization is dependent on the radius,
the temperature, the field direction, and the chirality. The
dependence onRsTd is strong forBi, while it is weak forB'.
Most of armchair carbon tori, respectively, exhibit paramag-
netism and diamagnetism fora.30° anda,30°. The criti-
cal angleac.30° also exists in chiral carbon tori near arm-
chair configuration. However, the other carbon tori with
smaller chiral angles are paramagnetic for any field direction.
The main differences between armchair carbon tori and arm-
chair carbon nanotubes(or zigzag carbon tori) include the
SMT’s, the magnetism, and the special structures in magne-
tization.
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